
Good evening all, 

 
OMG!!!!  I am still stuffed from yesterday's Progressive Dinner Ride.  Everything was delicioso!  Starting 
out with 12 bikes we rode out of the dealership to our first stop.  Gary and Kerry had a spread of 
appetizers such as chips/queso, crackers, spinach dip, chipolte dip, sausage bites with a variety of 
sauces and plenty of cold refreshments.  We had such a great time it almost  felt "holidayish".  Ummm . 
. . perhaps the huge Christmas tree in the living room had something to do with this. A big beautiful tree 
with a train running in and out through it's branches! Pretty amazing actually!  Gary said it took him 4 
weeks to put the tree together so he was not about to take it down and it's been there ever since, and the 
decorating never ends as they continue to add to it. 
 
Next, Bob and Lucy waited for us with "fresh off the grill" rib eye steaks, baked potatoes w/ all the fixin's, 
seasoned green beans, rolls and plenty of cold refreshments.  We were soooo stuffed we're thinking 
that the next Progressive Dinner ride has to include a nap about this time.  It was a little hard having to 
get on the bikes but we did and off we went to deserts.   
 
Thank goodness we had to travel across one end of San Antonio to the other because we needed that 
time to make room for desert but as the jingle goes, "There's always room for JELLO!".  Greg and Ana 
topped our dinner off with refreshing jello and whipped cream parfaits and that was just the beginning. It 
was desert heaven as they also had cookies, brownies, two different cakes and plenty of cold 
refreshments.  
 
(Have you noticed the pattern of cold refreshments at each stop?  So I don't have to mention it but I will 
anyway, IT WAS %*#@! HOT!) 
 
Well the best of refreshments was yet to come!  The last stop lasted until 1:00am!  Lot's of every one's 
favorite alcoholic beverages.  I wish I could go into detail about it but no one's talking.  Apparently, what 
happens at the last stop, stays at the last stop. 
 
Thanks to all who invited us into their homes!  We learned a little about each of our hosts.  Gary has an 
obsession with trains, Bob has the cleanest house in San Antonio, Ana (who we know cannot cook) can't 
even boil water for jello without burning herself and Venita, well she's saved because, as everyone should 
know by now, my bedtime is 10pm and I couldn't make the last stop. 
 
This week's fun schedule is: 
Fri., 4/27 - Bike Night; destination TBD; ksu 7:00pm 
Sat., 4/28 - Three Sisters; ksu 9:00am 
 
Last but not least . . . WE FOUND STEVE!  Steve, you've been a great sport!  Glad to have you safely 
back home. 
 
Until next week . . . color me outie! 
 
Hot Lips 

 


